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1. INTRODUCTION

Radiation effects on electronics are typically considered in terms

of permanent damage and transient response. In general, however, damaging

effects have a time-dependence (short-term annealing) and the transient re-

sponse may result in permanent damage to a component (burn-out). The origi-

nal definition of TREE (i.e., Transient Radiation Effects on Electronics)

refers to the transient radiation of the nuclear weapon environment.

1.1 Scope (Figure 1)

In this review the transient effects of transient ionizing radia-

tion on complex microcircuits will be presented from the perspectives of
both analysis and testing. The principal emphasis will be on understanding

the array response in terms of basic effect on the array elements. Apprec-

iating the nature of cause and effect can then be instrumental in interpet-

ing analytical and experimental assessments in arrays of evolving technology

and function. The overall transient response of a microcircuit can appear

mysterious and esoteric. In this review we will start from the critical ef-

fects in the basic microcircuit elements, illustrite these effects in basic

circuits and then discuss the overall complex array.

Radiation environments considered will be those resulting in both

bulk ionization throughout the semiconductor and local ionization from a

single high energy particle. The concern for bulk ionizing radiation ef-

fects rpsults from the requirement to harden military systems to a high in-

tensity pulsed ionizing radiation exposure. System techniques have been

developed to allow transient upset of semiconductor mnicrocircuits with mini-

mum degradation in system performance. This then leads to the dual concern

of defining the radiation level which results in transient upset, and estab-
lishing recovery of electrical performance after exposure to a higher inten-

sity ionizing radiation pulse. These two perspectives will be considered as

the low-level and high-level photoresponse.



TRANSIENT IONIZING RADIATION EFFECTS
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Bulk Ionization
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FIGURE 1. SCOPE.
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Transient effects similar in response to the h-,gh-intensity photo-
response can also result from the ionization tract of a single particle in a

critical volume of the semiconductor device. This single event radiation

effect is of major concern in the development of complex memory chips, where

alpha particles released by radioactive decay of trace elements in the pack-

age can result in "soft error" rates which compromise the stored data and

overall memory performance. Single event radiation effects can also b' S-

served, however, in terrestrial satellites exposed to the natural spac n-

vironment, and are a significant concern in new, very high density, VL

arrays. Bulk ionization and local ionization effects have been mergec

this review to highlight critical commonality and difference in the'tw

fects.

A critical concern for both bulk and local ionization effects is

the issue of radiation-induced latch-up. In almost all junction-isolated

microcircuit a small, but significant possibility exists that a low-voltage,

high current parasitic path could be initiated by the radiation exposure.

This "latch-up" path can, in the best case, inhibit normal circuit operation

until the power supply voltage is interrupted and restored, or, in the worst

case can cause microcircuit burn-out.

The final issue in transient ionizing radiation effects is that of

transient annealing of the permanent degradation of trapped oxide charge.

The time dependence of the annealing of "permanent" damage can be within the

electrical sensitivity of the system and therefore is a transient as well as

permanent degradation effects. Study of transient annealing effects is

presently concentrated on basic device studies and will be omitted from this

review on complex microcircuit effects. A brief discussion and references

have been included in the notes.
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1.2 Role of Test and/or Analysis

The relative roles of test and analysis have developed with the

undertanding of basic radiation effects and the evolution of semiconductor

component technology. Analysis and test must coexist in any reasonable

evaluation. On one extreme even the "pure" analytical simulation relies on

experimental data for model parameter values and on the other extreme the
"empirical" experimental evoluation must be extrapolated to the "threat"

environment by analysis. Historically, the initial assessment of critical

effects in diode and transistors was experimental. That was followed by

analytical insight that has lead to a mature capability for the analytical

simulation of discrete component circuits. As component complexity has in-

creased the resources required for a complete analysis have become prohibi-

tive and experimental characterization has become more practical. With the

complexity of today's microcircuits, I believe that the resources for either

a predominately experimental or analytical evaluations are far beyond those

available within a hardened system development. Confident ev -luation of

complex microcircuit effect now must rely on both analysis and testing:

analysis to identify the worst-case test conditions and interpret the exper-

imental data and testing to quantitatively establish transient upset levels

and survivability.

2. FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS

The transient response of a complex microcircuit is the result of

free carrier generation in the bulk semiconductor. The excess carriers move

in the semiconductor under the force of built-in electric fields and density

gradients (diffusion) creating transient junction currents. The transient

junction currents, in turn, interact to produce an overall device response

which is reflected in the overall circuit and array response. The basic

concepts then are:

wit



a) carrier generation in the bulk semiconductor

b) junction transient currents

c) direct junction interactions.

In those cases where the radiation flux is very high and carrier generation

is essentially uniform the junction transient photocurrent is generally re-

ferred to as the diode primary photocurrent. Direct interaction between

junctions can he related to bipolar transistor current gain and enhancement

of the diode primary photocurrent is referred to as the transistor secondary

photocurrent. Effects of localized ionization from single high energy par-

ticle are distinguished by referring to the junction response as the diode

transient current.

A good understanding of these basic effects can be applied di-

rectly to understanding the nature of basic circuit response within the ar-

ray which, in turn, can be instrumental in accurate interpretation of exper-

imental results as well as guiding the definition of test conditions which

will establish the worst-case array susceptibility.

2.1 Basic Ionizing Radiation Effects in Bulk Silicon

Radiation, in any form, produces a free hole-electron pair with

the deposition of 3.6 eV by ionization in silicon'. For many years the

principal concern of the bulk ionizing radiation effects has been the tran-

sient effects resulting from exposure to pulsed, high flux, high energy ra-

diation environments. In this case, the ionization prnduced by a single

particle or photon is small, but the aggregate effects may be large. These

high flux environments are generally those associated with a nuclear weapon

but may also include a brief reactor exposure or the transit through a plan-

etary radiation belt. More recently, the sensitivity of microcircuits has

increased to the point where a single high energy particle can create suf-

ficient ionization to result in a critical microcircuit effect. Single par-

ticle transient effects are known as soft errors or single event upset.

9



2.1.1 Bulk Ionizing Radiation Effects

Traditionally, bulk ionizing effects are considered as the genera-

tion of hole-electron pairs uniformly throughout the bulk semiconductor at a

rate proportional to the ionizing radiation intensity. A measure of the

enet-gy deposited by high energy photons is the mass absorption coefficient

shown as a function of energy in Figure 22. The mechanics of ionization

from a photon is the energy loss from electrons produced from a primary

photon-electron interaction. For a 1 NMeV gamma ray, a typical Compton in-

teraction produces a 600 keV electron and degrades the photon energy to

400 keV. The electron losses energy at an initial rate of approximately

45 MeV/cm' . The thickness of a typical semiconductor device, however, is on

the order of 0.02 cm. The electron then passes through the device deposit-

ing less than Q0 key or generating 25,000 hole-electron pairs. From the

absorption coefficient then energy deposited by the gamma ray spectrum is an

arithmetic average of approximately 1500 eV or 520 electron-hole pairs.

There is no interaction of this kind but rather it is the average including

the low probability high energy event and the more probable passage of the

gamma ray with no effect. The point is that significant transient effects

from high energy photons are the result of high radiation flux generating

carriers uniformly through the bulk semiconductor.

The mass absorption coefficient for gold has been included in Fig-

ure 2 to illustrate that energy deposited in the metals intimate with the

semiconductor can influence the energy deposited in the semiconductor.

Electrons all produced in the metal at a higher rate than in the silicon and

some of these electrons deposit then energy in the semiconductor. Thus, the

ionizing radiation dose in the device may be enhanced by the thin layer of

metal. Dose enhancement effects are discussed in detail in References 3-5.

A major simplification in bulk ionizing radiation effects is con-

sideration and specification directly in terms of energy absorbed by ioniza-

tion, independent of how the energy was deposited. The absorbed radiation
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intensity of an ionizing radiation environment can be measured with either

a calibrated sample of semiconductor material, 6 a simple p-i-n diode, or

CaF/LiF thermoluinescent (TLD) powder. The unit used for absorbed radia-

tion intensity is the "rad" (radiation absorbed dose) which is defined as

100 ergs of absorbed energy per gram of material, or the "Gray" which is

defined as I Joule of absorbed energy per kilogram of material (I Gray

(Si) = 100 rads(Si)). Since the generation of a single hole-electron pair

in silicon requires approximately 3.6 eV, the radiation induced carrier

generation rate is (be definition)

g(t) = go(t) ()

where, go = 4 x 1013 hole-electron pairs/cm 3-rad (silicon)

and
l(t) = time-dependent absorbed ionizing radiation, rads(Si)/s

A further simplification in the consideration of the transient

photoresponse of a semiconductor device is that, for the high energy radi-

ation of space, reactor and nuclear weapon environments, the material ab-

sorption lengths are generally much greater than the semiconductor device

dimensions. The energy deposited in the device will be approximately uni-

form throughout and independent of orientation to the direction of expo-

sure.

Carrier distribution in bulk semiconductors exposed to a pulsed

ionizing radiation environment can be described by considering the carrier

continuity equations in the presence of a radiation carrier generation

rate, g(t).

Considering an isolated, one-dimensional semiconductor region,

the continuity equations of carrier flow become,

12



dn (n- np)
= g(t) ()

Solution of even these simplified equations depends on the nature of the

carrier lifetimes. In the simplest case the electron and hole lifetimes

will be dominated by the minority carrier lifetime and will be constant

over the range of carrier densities of interest. For n-type material we

would then have,

T = Tp = constantn p

and the change in carrier density resulting from a step radiation environ-

ment as shown in Figure 3 is,

An = flp = g 0 [I - exp(-t/Tp)] (3)

The changes in majority and minority carrier densities are

equal. Relative effects will be much greater, therefore, on the minority

carrier density than on the majority carrier density. The minority car-

rier density effects result in the junction photocurrent and secondary

photocurrents in diodes and transistors. These effects will be discussed

in detail in the next section. The increase in carrier density in the

semiconductor increases the conductivity by

Ao = q An ("n + lip) (4)

The increase in conductivity is significant when the radiation-

induced carrier density is comparable to the equilibrium majority carrier

density. Conductivity modulation effects are usually dominated by the

junction photocurrents, but are important in the observed results in junc-

tion field-effect transistors, diffused resistor elements of integrated

13
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FIGURE 3. IONIZING RADIATION-INDUCED CARRIER GENERATION.
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circuits, and junction diodes which are strongly forward biased. Conduc-

tivity modulation in bulk semiconductors has been used to study radiation-

induced carrier generation and carrier recombination processes. The tech-

nique is especially useful in the study of neutron irradiated, damaged

material 6 .

2.1.2 Localized Ionizing Radiation Effects

With the evolution of microcircuit technology, the electrical

energy (for example, as charge in a dynamic n-MOS memory) committed to in-

ternal digital information has decreased dramatically. This trend has be-

come an important concern because it was observed that information stored

in dynamic MOS memories was being lost at an alarming frequent rate by
"soft errors". 7  The soft errors were loss of stored data in the memory

but with no apparent degradation of overall memory performance when the

data were re-written. These soft errors are now understood to he the

effect of the ionization track of a single high-energy alpha particle as

illustrated in Figure 4. The alpha particles result from the radioactive

decay of trans-uraniac trace elements in the semiconductor ceramic

package.

The popularization of concern over soft error effects due to

trace materials in the array ceramic package reinforced concerns over pos-

sible effects due to cosmic rays and nuclear particles.8 ,'3 Extensive

studies have analytically and experimentally established that single

cosmic-ray or nuclear particles can cause transient upset of stored infor-

mation in microcircuits of a wide variety of technologies.

The degree of effects in a microcircuit is determined by the

ionization within a critical volume of semiconductor. The ionization may

be the result of direct ionization of the incident particle or by ioniza-

tion of secondary particles resulting from a nuclear reaction. Hole-

electron pairs are produced along the track in a narrow column (on the

15
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order of 1000 A diameter). 10 The energy required to generate a single 

hole-electron pair is approximately 3.5 electron-val ts just as in the c.-1se 

of bulk ionization. Generated carriers 100ve under the influence of 

electric fields and diffusion gradients to appear as a transie~t current 

or modification in charge on a junction capacitance. The nature of the 

device effect will be discussed in Section 2.2.2. 

The critical volume for .\ single microcircuit ele111ent is defined 

by a surface area which may vary from 5 ~m to 25 JJ'" on a side and a depth 

which may vary from 2 ~111 to 10 11 m. For comparison, the range of a 4 ~·1eV 

a -particle in silicon is approximately 20 !J ill. If the angl e of incidence 

to the critical volume was shallow, all the energy of the particle coulr1 

he deposited within the critical volu~e. The 4 MeV of deposited energy 

would result in the generation of approximately l~i> electron hole pairs or 

a charge of 0.13 pC. If device performance is sensitive to charge storage 

on the order of this critical charge, single event upsets on soft errors 

can be expected. 

Deposition of critical charge can result from: 1) the energy 

deposited by a single high energy parti c le stopped 1-1ithin the critical 

volume (such as a-particle), 2) energy deposited in a fnction of the 

range of a highly ionzing particle (such as high energy cosmic rays), or 

3) energy deposited by secondary particles resulting from a nucl~ar 

reaction within the critical volume (such as from the recoil ato~s and/or 

a -particle of high energy proton or neutron interactions). t.Juclear 

interactions and energy deposition -1re pr~sertted in detail in Re ferences 

ll-13. 

The critical di s tinctions between hulk and loca lized ionizing 

tadiation effects in microcircuits are: l) bull< ioniz.Jtion s i nl!Jltaneo us 

dffects all devices throughout the microcircuit while loccllized ioni z.Jt ion 

typically affects only one device )r logic cell, anj i J bulk ioniza ti on 

17 



effects can be related in terms of aggregate energy deposited in rads(Si)

independent of the mechanisms hut detailed energy deposition characteris-

tics of high energy particles are important in defining localized ioniza-

tion effects. Important similarities between bulk and localized ionizing

radiation effects are experimental and analytical techniques which must e

used to detect the worst-case environment for the initiation of a transi-

ent upset in a complex microcircuit. The distinctions and similarities

between bulk and localized effects will he developed continuously through

this discussion.

?.2 P-N Junction Transient Response

2.2.1 Diode Primary Photocurrent

Ionizing radiation-induced effects in the p-n junction are the

key link between the hulk semiconductor effects just discussed, and the

transient response of complex microcircuits, The nature of diode photo-

current was presented in early work by Brown and Wirth and Rogers. l .

Following is a mathematical derivation presented as a formal development

to supplement the general description of photocurrent magnitude and time

dependence.

The diode response can be characterized in terms of the carrier

distribution and flow in the n- and p-type neutral semiconductor regions,

with the boundary condition relating carrier density to applied voltage at

the junction. The junction boundary conditions, assuming the usual 'loltz-

mann approximation, give the carrier density at the edge of the junction

as,

no = np exp(qa /kT)

= electron density at the edge of the p-reJion

' o



and Po = Pn exp(q a/kT)

= hole density at the edge of the n-region

where a is the applied junction voltage and n and pn are the thermal

equilibrium minority carrier densities for an ideal diode as illustratpd

in Figure 5. Remote from the junction, the carrier densities at the

juntion have no effect on the carrier density; therefore,

n n + An, in the p-region

Px Pn + .p, in the n-region

where .\n and .xp are the radiation-induced excess minority carrier densi-

ties as evaluated from equations (1) and (2).

4ssuminq uniformly doped n- and p-regions, space-charge neutr.il-

ity, anl low-level injection, the continuity equations for minority equa-

tions hecome,

p= (tp - (p-pn )/1p - go 0 in the n-region

ft P dt

(In . ) d ? - (n-n P)/, q ; in the p-reqion
Tt n I t p n 0

The diode photocurrent is then determined from the depletion-layer eneri-

ti ii and diffusion currents at the junction, or

1 i i _i _

where i, X is the depletion layer generation current, ip is the hole

diffusion current at the odge of the n-rcgion, and in is the electron

diffusion current at the edge of the p-retion.

Aft2i - - - - -- , 4--
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Carriers generated in the depletion layer of the reverse-biased

junction are rapidly swept out by the large electric field. Since the

transient time of carriers across the depletion region is on the order of

10-iL seconds, we can assume as equilibrium, r time-dependent current of,

i ggx qAXm( ) (II)
TO

where x is the depletion layer width, (ni/T ) is the thermal carrier

generation rate, and (g y) is the radiation-induced carrier generaton

rate.

Diffusion current at the edges of the junction is expressed by,

dpI
i 01 X + = -qA Dox=0+ P d-x x=O+

and i = dn

i x=O _  n dx Ix= O

To evaluate the diffusion current we must solve the continuity equations

(Eqs. 8 and 9) for the boundary conditions at the junction (Eqs. 5 and 6),

and remote from the junction (Eq. 7).

First, using the modi fied boundary conditions remote from the

junction (Eq. 3), the distribution of holes in the n-region is,

p(x) p(0) - g0 y T P p exp(-x/L p) + p + + g 0 I

Diffusion current at the junction resulting from the enhanced minority

carrier distribution is,

i (qDA/L p(.) Pn - g p
py p p n 1



The total diode radiation-inclusive current, including carrier generation

in the depletion layer can be expressed as,

idy is [exp(q~a/kT) - 1] Ipp (16)

where

I pp qAg o (Lp + Ln + x M) (17)

Overall equilibrium radiation-inclusive characteristics of the

diode are summarized by the minority carrier distributions and the I-V

characteristics shown in Figure 6. Intersection of the diode I-V charac-

teristic with the coordinate axes gives the short-circuit photocurrent an

open-circuit photovoltage familiar in p-n junction solar cells.

The final case to be considered for the ideal diode is the de-

velopment of time-dependent reverse-biased junction photocurrent in re-

sponse to a step radiation environment. Returning to the continuity equa-

tion for the n-region we have,

ap(x,t) = D 32p(x,t) + g t) p(x, t) - Pn
at P a x7_ T

The step ionizing radiation environment is defined by,

(t) =  0 u(t)

Using the Laplace transform on the time domain of Eqs. 18 nd 19 the con-

tinuity equation becomes,

sPx~) p(x,s) + 1 \ p(x's)20sP(x,s) = 0  T

Y p
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where we can assume that the thermal minority carrier is negligible com-

pared to the radiation-induced level. Re-writing Eq. 20,

d2 p(x,s) = 2 p(x,s) - (2)

dx
2

1 ) 112
defining, - (s +

D Tp

and g0{ ( 1 ~) = G(s) (3

for convenience, since the solution of the differential equiation is of

the form

P(xs) = A + B exp (-ax) (i4)

where A and B must again be determined from the boundary conditions. At

x = 0 we must have the carrier density equal to zero at all times or,

P(O,x) = 0 which means,

A =  - B (,5)

At x = -, the time dependent increase in the carrier density is not in-

fluenced by the junction boundary condition. Taking the Laplace trans-

Formed form of Eq. 3 we have,

P(-,s) g0 is s +(:

which must also equal the value of A. Substituting the values of A and B

we have,
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=qo FF ,I\ 1/ 1P(x's) = 0s -P(+ I ) I e x p  -  p s+ I ) I ( /

s (+ 1 ( ex.j S+xj K

A similar agreement gives the electron density in the p-region as,

N(x,s) -- (0epS +- 112 xI
s (s + ) n~ePj. nj

T n
The diffusion diode photocurrent must now be determined from,

[ P(X' )1  + D n(x't) I ,

id(t) =  qAj DI) x=- + n nx x=0-

where, dp(K,s) go; i s__F 112

dx Sx 0 ) L)

)0 1/2 ( +.i

and,

dn(x,s) go;

dx xDn) (s )

o r ( p q A p ) / 2 + (D n n ) /  1 2  g o ;

I (s) qA (I+ S, P )112 ( + Sn /2
- 3,



Taking the inverse transform of Eq. 32 the time-dependent diffusion

photocurrent is expressed as,

id(t) qAjgo ILperf + -t) /  (-,) I /

SM = q~g Lef t + L n erf (t ) 11

do I p )" Ln T n~j

where (Dp p ) = L and Dn n ) L . The normalized error function response

of a single component of the diffusion photocurrent is ilustrated in Fig-

ure 7. The peak diffusion photocurrent as a function of radiation pulse

width is shown in Figure 8. Since the error function response is a rela-

tively unfamiliar function convenient evaluation is helpful for two impor-

tant special cases (1) the equilibrium value for a radiation pulse long

compared to the greater minority carrier lifetime and (2) the peak photo-

current resulting from a radiation pulse whose width is short compared to

the minority carrier lifetime.

In summary then we have,

= iqA90  [Xm + L + L n] for t P > >

or

i pp= qAjgoy iXm + (n/2) [(Dptp) /2+ (Dntp)3/:,)

for t < <
p

with a general expression of

(tM) qAg 9 u(t) X+ Lerf )12+Lerf 12
pp 3 0 [Xm L ( T p) Ln ( 1) 2]

for the overall step photocurrent response of an ideal diode.
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2.2.2 Transient Photocurrent-Localized lonizati3n

Carriers generated in the localized track of a high energy oar-

ticle will be collected is a junction transient photocurrent. Those car-

riers generated in the junction depletion layer will be collected with

transit delays less than 0.1 ns. Away from the junction depletion layer

carriers will move along the ionization track toward the junction as well

as by diffusion away from the track and toward the junction. Carrier col-

lection along the ionization track can reach a significant length from the

junction and has been termed "funneling". The specific transient current

magnitude and waveform of an ionization track is a strong function of de-

tailed physics and the orientation of the track with respect to the criti-

cal pn junction. One of the calculated estimates of the transient photo-

current is shown in Figure 91. At this point it would appear that the

transient current is dominated by a subnanosecond pulse with a s-nall,

slower diffusion component. If the pulse is shorter than a nanosecond

then virtually all microcircuits will respond to the integral pulse or

critical charge rather than the peak junction photocurrents. Possible

exceptions to this might include very high speed ECL bipolar silicon or

gallium-asenide microcircuits. In general, however, the critical measure

of the single particle ionization will be considered as the induced junc-

tion charge.

2.2.3 Radiation-Inclusive Diode Model

The time-dependent electrical and radiation-induced transient

characteristics of a diode can be represented by the model shown in Figure

10. As with the bulk-ionization radiation-inclusive d-c diode model the

key modification is the addition of the radiation-induced transient cur-

rent generator. The model includes the voltage-dependent junction deple-

tion capacitance and current-dependent diffusion capacitance which, with

the d-c diode characteristic and parasitic resistances, represent the

diode electrical transient response. Accurate representation of the diode

response as an electrical transient is necessary, but not sufficient, for

'9
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accurate simulation of the diode radiation-induced response. The

radiation-inclusive current generator is either the time-dependent primary

photocurrent for a specific bulk ionizing radiation environment, or the

transient junction current of a single ionizing particle.

The accuracy of the radiation-inclusive diode model is determined

by the accuracy of the photocurrent generator and the accuracy of the

model in simulating the electrical response. This is an important

consideration in analysis and will be discussed more extensively in the

transistor model description. One of the critical considerations in model

accuracy is the determination of model parameter values. For the diode

model of Figure 10 the data necessary for the model parameters are:

1) forward voltage at a low-level forward current

2) forward voltage at a mid-level forward current

3) forward voltage at a high-level forward current

4) junction capacitance at a specified reverse-bias voltage

5) diode saturated recovery time at specified forward and

reverse switching currents

and 6) measured time-dependent photocurrent

or 7) junction breakdown voltage

Measurements I and 2 are necessary to define the constants, I and in, of

the diode equation,

I ( mkT)
The difference in extrapolated voltage of the diode equation and

the measured voltage at high forward current (3) defines the diode

resi ,tance.
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I [ Is exp -

V = V ' + IR4
c

where V is the measured diode voltage.

The reverse-bias junction capacitance defines the depletion

capacitance Cj. Variation with applied reverse-bias can be included by

assuming an abrupt junction where,

C.C. = o(41
C (p - V)11/ 2

where Cjo is the depletion capacitance at zero applied voltage, ¢o is

the built-in junction potential and V is the applied voltage. Alterna-

tively, the capacitance can be measured as a function of voltage and fit-

ting to the more general equation

C .o
S,0 V)m

where in is a function of the doping profile and varies from 0.33 for an

graded junction of 0.5 for a graded junction.

The diffusion capacitance in the first-order diode model is an

approximation to the distributed minority carrier storage in the forward

biased ideal diode. The minority carrier lifetime can he determined (for

the ideal diode) from the diode recovery time as shown Reference 17. With

the minority carrier lifetime the diffusion capacitance is determined by,
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where I is the forward diode current.

The remaining parameter is now the diode photocurrent. If the

diode is available to the external pins of the device the photocurrent carn

be measured directly in the pulsed ionizing radiation environment of a

laboratory facility. The radiation level of exposure must be such that

the photocurrent is large enough to measure accurately, and low enough so

that diode saturation is avoided and the linear photorespnse is observed.

The observed photoresponse will also be characteristic of the pulsed wave-

form of the laboratory environment. If the waveform of the threat envi-

ronment is substantially different than that of the laboratory environ-

,nent, then the measured response should be analytically separated into

diffusion and depletion components and then extrapolated to the threat en-

vironment, using Eq. 36. If a linear accelerator is used for the labora-

tory environment measurement of the photoresponse as a function of radia-

tion, pulse width and diode reverse bias can he very helpful in spparatinq

depletion and diffusion components of the photocurrent.

In a microcircuit, if design parameters are available, photmcur-

rents can he calculated directly from the doping profile and junction

areas. Junction areas on an existing microcircuit can be determined hy

optical measurement on a de-lidded device. The minority carrier lifetime

in the critical substrate of a fabricated junction-isolated microcircuit

can be estimated hy a recovery time measurement of the suhstrite diode.

Critical parameters for the diode model in accurate simulation

of single particle ionization effects are depletion capacitance, associ-

ated parasitic capacitances (including metallization), and the charge col-

lected at the junction. Accurate definition of the capacitance is partic-

ularly critical since the radiation-induced time-response ay be suhstan-

tially faster than that anticipated in normal circuit operation. The

3.1



critical charge can be e;timated by statistical analysis of particle en-

ergy deposition and/or estimates based on the observation of overall nic-

rocircuit response.

2.2.4 Radiation-Induced Diode Saturation, Recovery Time

As mentioned previously, systems can be designed to detect the

presence of a critical ionizing radiation environment and ignore errors in

the electronics until system functions are regained. In this case the

concern is for the survivability and recovery time of microcircuits.

It is misleading to assume that semiconductor devices "short"

during a high level pulsed ionizing radiation exposure. It is believed

that the bilk carrier generation remains linear with absorbed radiation

intensity for both photon and electron exposures. It is also reasonable

to assume that intense junction photocurrents remain linear until the

radiation-induced excess minority carrier density approaches the mjority

carrier density. The overall currents in the devices will be very high

and high injection level effects, voltage drops in parasitic resistances

and conductivity modulation are critical and complex in the detailed de-

vice photoresponse. The basic effects, however, are radiation-induced

diode and transis • saturated storage response, and the resulting tran-

sient circuit response at current levels which were probably never antici-

pated by the microcircuit designer.

Radiation-induced saturation of diodes and transistors is deter-

mined by circuit-imposed restriction- on current or the diode circuit

in Figure 11, the output voltage will drop with if,. easinq radiation in-

tensity until the load current is limited by the lc,.d esistor to approxi-

ately V/RL. At that point further increase in radiati )n intensity and

primary photocurrent will forward bias the diode. Nhen the diode is for-

ward biased minority carriers are injected from the junction. Following

.
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the end of the radiation pulse these injected carriers must be swept out

before diode reverse bias can be reestablished (i.e., diode recovery

time). Again, the simple diode recovery model is a good first-order nod-

el, hut detailed analysis and prediction requires a complex device model.

This saturated response and associated recovery is quite different than a

transient "short-circuit".

2.3 Transistor Secondary Photocurrent

The transient response of the bipolar transistor extends the

transient junction currents resulting from radiation-induced carrier gen-

eration, to the interactions tetween junctions which involves transistor

gain and enhanced transistor response. For bulk ionization in a bipolar

transistor, the emitter and collector diode photocurrents have been termed

primary photocurrent, and the enhanced response resulting from the tran-

sistor gain has been termed the secondary photocurrent.I"

2.3.1 Circuit Representation

To a good first-order approximation, the common-emnitter photore-

sponse of a discrete transistor can be represented as an ideal transistor

with diode (i.e., primary) photocurrent generators added in parallel with

the collector-base and emitter-base junctions, as shown in Figure 12. The

enhancement of the primary photocurrents can be illustrated simply by con-

sidering the common-emitter transient collector photocurrent as a function

of circuit bias.

If the input resistance is zero (i.e., the base is shorted to

the emitter) the transient collector current will simply be the collector

primary photocurrent, IppC . In the other extreme, if the input resis-

tance is very large (i.e., the base is effectively open). The primary

photocurrents are effectively input base current which is lultiplied by

3/
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the transistor common-emitter current gain, hFE, to result in a transi-

ent collector current of h H + I ). In general, the emitter pri-entcoleto curet f FE (ppC ppE"

mary photocurrent is small compared to the collector primary photocurrent

which dominates the common-emitter transistor photoresponse. The varia-

tion of collector current with circuit conditions is illustrated for a

simple circuit in Figure 13.

2.3.2 ,1inority Carrier Representation

The interaction between primary photocurrents and overall tran-

sistor photoresponse can be illustrated in more basic terms by considering

the terminal currents of the transistor as determined by internal carrier

distributions. Carrier densities in a uniform-base, one-dimensional tran-

sistor are shown in Figure 14. In the normal active region the emitter-

base junction is forward biased and the collector-base junction is

reverse-biased. Thus the carrier densities at the emitter junction are

letermined by the base-emitter voltage by,

n ., - np Iexp ---( f VT

and

Peo Pn [exp (2.1 k
where nbo is the electron minority carrier density at the emitter side

ot the base region and Peo is the hole minority carrier density at the

base side of the emitter region. The thermal equilibrium carrier densi-

ties are np and pne for the base and emitter regions respectively. The

minority carrier density at the edges of the collector " .tion is zero

because the junction is assumed to be strongly reverse-biased. I have

also assumed an ohmic contact at the emitter which is within a minority

carrier diffusion length of the junction and where the minority carrier

density is zero at the contact.
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If we now expose the transistor to a steady ionizing ridi3tion

environment, the minority carrier density in the hulk collector region

will he increased by

PC g c far fron the collector junction

as in the diode photoresponse. Holes generated within a few diffusiin

lengths of the junction will diffuse to the junction and into the as-
region. The hole diffusion current and current generated in the collector

junction depletion region is the collector primary photocurrent. Holes
entering the hase region will increase the minority base charge if the

emitter-base voltage is allowed to chanjo. The halance hetween positive

charge being swept into the haso and transistor response will he deter-
mined by, 1) the boundary condition hetween carrier density and volta:le at

the junction, Eq. 44, 2) the increased hasp curront due to an increa , in

base charge, , and 3) the circuit I)ound,,ir conditions hetwen the

-11]
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emitter-base voltage and total external base current. If the hase termi-

nal of the transistor is effectively open, the base charge will increase

until the additional recoinhination equals the radiation-induced carrier

flow into the base, or,

T nb = I pC (open-base)

Tnb

The emitter junction voltage will increase to accomodate the excess base

charge.

An n exp ---- )j

or

A V E k T n b. ,
AV[3 !1. 1

The increase in collector current resulting from the increase in base

charge will be,

An 
h

A Ic =  n + Ippr

A Q B  = ! n .W3

or

An[, 2AQ/Nf

so,
2 OnD]

Al - A + I
c "B ppC

4,'
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but using

n b ppC

2 1 h nh I ppC + IW B ppC '

However, in our ideal transistor the common emitter current is given by,

2 Dn nh

N 11 )

so

xI (I + I Ipp (open base)

Thus , if the base of the common-emitter transistor is effec-

tively an open-circuit, the increased base charge due to the collector

primary photocurrent results in a secondary collector photocurrent which

multiplies the primary photocurrent by the common-emitter current gain.

Conversely, if the emitter-hase junction was stiffly biased (such as with

a low-resistance voltage source) all the excess carriers in the hase would

be removed, the base minority carrier charge would not change, and the oh-

served transient collector photocurrent would only be the collector pri-

mary photocurrent.

2.3.3 Radiation-Inclusive Transistor 'odels

The overall considerations and studies directed to semiconductor

device models and their extpnsion to transient photoresponse ir, vory



extensive and, in detail, well beyond the scope of this review. Historic-

ally, Caldwell, et al. 18)19 demonstrated that the measured primary photo-

current of a transistor could be included in a large-signal 3eaufoy-

Sparkes Charge-Control Model to accurately simulate the transistor large-

signal photoresponse. Next it was shown by Kleiner20 that similar results

could be obtained by adding the primary photocurrent generator to the

Ebers-Moll large-signal transistor model. At about the same time, I, in

my own way, set out to demonstrate that both primary and secondary photo-

currents could be represented implicitly in the transistor response by

using the lumped-model representation of electrical performance in terms

of device geometrical and bulk semiconductor parameters. 2 1
1

2 2  Also, at

about the same time, it was demonstrated that the charge-control, Ebers-

Moll and lumped-model were all electrically identical for identical as-

sumptions in their derivation. 23I2 Some controversy remained, however,
because different models were imbedded in large computer programs used to

simulate radiation-induced circuit response. In addition to the transis-

tor models developed to be used with circuit analysis computer codes,

sophisticated one-dimensional semiconductor device computer codes were

developed for detailed analysis of transient and permanent damage ef-

fects. 25  Model development for computer-aided analysis is extensively re-

viewed in Reference 26. 1 would like to summarize these modeling studies

by observing that, unless the analysis has the luxury of starting from

"first-principles", the two critical steps are: 1) defining an accurate

electrical model, valid over the time and voltage/current levels which in-

clude the radiation-induced transient response and 2) defining the magni-

tude and waveform of the junction primary photocurrent generators. Ulti-

mately, both these tasks require both experimental and analytical effort.

For a single transistor, parameters for the electrical model can generally

be determined by direct measurement. Typical forms of the Ehers-Moll and

Summel Poon models are shown in Figure 15. The Ebers-Moll is typically

used with the SCEPTRE and SYSCAP circuit analysis codes.2 7 - 4 The electri-

cal form of the Gummel-Poon model is of the options built with the popular

S - .. .. - . . .... ..... .__ _ J ,L_7-
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SPICE circuit analysis code. 30 ; 3 1 Other popular radiation-inclusive

circuit analysis computer programs are NET-Il and CIRCUS-II.-"," *

Electrical parameter values for the model elements can be obtained by mea-

surement and primary photocurents can be determined by direct measurment,

or calculated with knowledge of device geometry and doping profile. '

In the direct application of the transistor model to a circuit

design the primary photocurrents can be measured experimentally and in-

cluded directly in the circuit model. Sources of error in measuring the

transistor primary photocurrents include: 1) dosimetry, 2) internal pack-

age effects, 3) external package/instrumentation effects and 4) device

non-linearities not considered in the objective of the test. A semicon-

ductor device responds to holes and electrons generated in the hulk mater-

ial as measured by rads or Grays(Si). Two general effects compete in

determining the energy deposited in the bulk semiconductor from the exter-

nal radiation environment. Materials of the device package can shield

low-energy radiation and reduce the radiation environment to below that of

the external environment. On the other hand, low-energy photons reaching

the device package interact with the packaging material as well as with

the bulk silicon such that the effective dose in the bulk silicon is in-

creased (i.e., dose enhancement).- -- For device studies I recommend that

the measurement of the radiation environment be in terms of a semiconduc-

tor device similar in package and location to the device under test. Fre-

quently, PIN diodes are used for this application. The photocurrent of a

fully depleted PIN diode (i.e., large reverse bias) is essentially deter-

mined by carriers generated and swept out of the depletion region. Thus,

the measured photocurrent is a reasonably accurate representation of the

* DNA supported computer codes (e.g., SCEPTRE, NET-2 and CIRCUS-2) may

he obtained by contacting DASIAC, Kaman-Tempo, P.n. Drawer QQ, Santa
Barbara, CA, 93103, Attn: M.A. Espig.
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time-dependent dose rate in the package of the diode. Potentially impor
tant considerations in extrapolating the measured photoresponse in a lab
oratory radiation environment to a system e'lvironment should be checked by 
measuring the device photo response in laboratory environments of different 

radiation spectrum. Exposure to a range of radiation pulse widths in a 
laboratory environment is also necessary to relate the measured primary 

photocurrent to that expected in the system environment. 

Device response non-linearities must also be considered in the 
primary photocurrent measurements. The collector and emitter photocur
rents of the transistor can be measured with the unused terminal (i.e., 
the emitter and collector, respectively) either left open circuited or 

shorted to the reference terminal. For the collector primary photocur
rent, the measured photoresponse increases with identical waveform until 

cri ti ca 1 non-1 i nea riti es are encountered. With the emitter shorted to the 
base, the primary photocurrent is linear until the photocurrent through 

the base is sufficient to forward bias the emitter-base junction by the 
voltage drop acoss the transverse base resistance . If the emitter ter
minal is left open, the primary photocurrent is linear until the trans
verse base voltage drop exceeds the base-emitter breakdown voltage. Above 
these critical radiation intensities, thE observed collector photocurrent 
includes a secondary response as well as the primary photocurrent re
sponse.35 In addition to thes ... considerations for the measurement of the 
emitter primary photocurrent, relative carrier collection by the emitter 
and collector junction must be included. The emitter primary photocurrent 
for a planar transistor will be composed principally by carriers generated 
in the inactive and active base regions of the transistor. Some f racti on 
of these carriers have also b en collect ed and measured in the collector 
primary photocut·rent experiment. In general, this component or carrier 
collection w1ll tend to overestimate the emitter primary photocurrent with 

respect to the way carriers are collected in the active transistor photo
response. It is suggested that the emitter photocurrent can generally be 
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neglected in the common-emitter transistor photoresponse. In those cir
cuit configurations where the emitter primary photocurrent may be impor
tant (e.g., emitter-follower) it is suggested that a transistor photore
sponse can be measured in a circuit representative of application. 

The linear response of transistor primary photocurrent should be 
checked by measuring the photocurrent at a lowest reasonable radiation in
tensity, checking the waveform to that expected from first-order carrier 

collection, and remeasuring at a higher radiation intensity to check on 
1inearity of r·esponse with increasing radiation intensity. 

2.3.4 Transistor Transient Photoresponse 

In general, the transient response of a transistor circuit re
quires a computer-aided numerical analysis. There are two cases, however, 
where we can bound the transistor response without numerical analysis: 
the linear, low-level response and saturated recovery from a high-level 
exposure. 

If the transistor is operated as an element of a linear circuit 
and if the photocurrents are sma 11 compared to the circuit bias currents 
the circuit photoresponse can be estimated by simple linear 1110del tech
niques. The upper bound of the linear common-emitter transistor photore
sponse is when the source impedance is high compared to the transistor 
input impedance. It can be shown that this time-dependent upper bound is 
expressed by the product of the LaPlace transformed primary photocurrent 

and common-emitter current gain. Ignoring the emitter primary photocur
rent we then have, 

t.I (s) < ( 1 + aN(s)) • I c(s) c - PP (58) 

or, t.i (t) < JP-l f(l + BN(s)] • I (s) c pp (5 9) 
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where 

ana w£ =common-emitter qain cutott rreouency. lhis upper bound on tran

sient collector photocurrent is illustrated in ii9ure 16 tor the prin~ry 

photocurrent shown and a transistor ot SN = lUU and tE = 1 i•1Hz. It the 

primary photocurrent pulse is tast compared to the circuit and transistor 

time constants (as may be the case tor the transient current resultin~ 

trom localized ionization). the upper limit ot the transistor collector 

current is the impulse response or. 

ill (s) ~ Q • a (s) 
C - PP N 

(60 ) 

or [ 
-w -t] ~i (t) ~ Q • a • w _ 1 - e 1:. 

c - pp N E 
(61) 

where CJpp is the charge ot the primary photocurrent impulse tunction ana 

\'1£ = zn t t:" 

When the trans1stor is exposed to a hiqh-12vel ionizinq radia

tion environment. the resul ti nq photocurrents may exceea the current 

ava1lable tllrouqh the circuit elements. -I he transistor. like the d1oae. 

does not become a "short-circuit" but saturates with a saturation recovery 

time arter the end ot the radiation pulse. -lransistor saturatea storaoe 

t1me resulting torm electr1cal switchinq can be expr-essea approximate -ly 

as. 

t = -r In (62) 
s s 

tor the circuit as shown in dqure l/a. Assuming that the c1rcu1t .s 1n 

the "ott" state and then saturatea by the collector pr1 n~ry photocurrent. 

an upper bound ot the raaiation-indut:ed recovery t1me can be expressea as. 
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t < T ln 
Sy S 

I ppC 
(63) 

Equation 63 can be modified for specific circuit conditions to estimate 
the upper bound of transistor recovery time in the same way. The analysis 
is an upper bound because the collector primary photocurrent has been 
assumed to he held at its peak valu~. Carriers stored under conditions of 
the steady-state photocurrent wi 11 be gt·ea ter than those resulting from 

the transient photocurrent. Radiation-induced storage times in a tra nsi s
tor as a function of increasing radiation level as shown in Figure 17b. 

2.3.5 Microcircuit Transistor Element Photoresponse 

The final link between basic radiation-induced carrier genera
tion and microcircuit photoresponse is the photoresponse of the individual 
microcircuit elements. In general, concepts of primary and secondary pho

tocurrent apply directly to any microcircuit element. Specific cases of 
particular interest are the junction-isolated bipolar transistor and the 
MOS transistor. 

The structure of the junction-isolated bipolar transistor ele
ment is shown in Figure 13a. The collector-substrate junction is elec

trically reverse-biased by biasing the substrate at the roost negative cir
cuit voltage to insure electrical isolation between circuit elements in 
the microcircuit. The radiation-inclusive model of the transistor element 
must include the substrate diode and photocurrent as well as the transis
tor as shown in Figure 18b. The substrate photocurrent will be determined 

principally by the carriers generated in the depletion layer and the p

type substrate. Carriers generated in the n-collector and n+ buried layer 
wi 11 be shared between the substrate and collector primary photocurrents 
depending on the detailed doping profile. The circuit response of the 
transistor element will be just as that of the discrete transisto~ with 
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the some reduction in the collector primary photocurrent due to the rela-

tively small collector volume and the addition of a relatively large sub-

strate junction photocurrent.

Radiation-inclusive models for MOS transistor elements can be

just the inclusion of addition of diodes and primary photocurrent gener-

ators to the drain-substrate and source-substrate junctions of a large-
signal model. Adding the photocurrent generators is relatively easy but

defining the parameters for the large-signal model valid for fast transi-

ents can be very challenging. If the drain and sustrate junctions are

closely spaced (as is usually the case for modern transistors) secondary

photocurrent response of the parasitic drain-substrate-source parasitic

bipolar transistor should also be included in the model. Radiation-

inclusive MOS transistor models are presented in detail in References 36-

39.

3. TRANSIENT EFFECTS IN BASIC MICROCIRCUITS

Consideration of an MSI/LSI array photoresponse in terms of in-

dividual circuit elements could be an enormously complex problem. Digital

microcircuits are, however, composed of logic and memory cells which are

used repetitively through the array. The photoresponse of these cells can

he related directly to the response of the circuit elements. Understand-

ing the nature of the cell photoresponse can then he used to guide and

interpret expreimental measurement of the overall array photoresponse.

In this discussion several types of cells have been selected to

illustrate variations in the nature of cell photoresponse. It is not in-

tended for this to be an exhaustive review of all microcircuit logic cells

but rather the illustration of particular natures in photoresponse repre-

sentation of a wide variety of cells.
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Analog microcircuits have been included (Section 3.4) because

analysis can be very helpful in interpreting the low-level photoresponse

of complex "linear" microcircuits.

3.1 TTL gate Photoresponse

The junction-isolated bipolar transistor-transistor-logic (TTL)

cell illustrates a transient photoresponse which is determined principally

by the peak photocurrent of the circuit elements. A radiation-inclusive

gate model is shown in Figure 19. Electrical circuit elements have been

shown schematically and current generators have been added to represent

the primary photocurrents of the collector-base and collection substrate

junctions.

For illustration we will assume a steady-state bulk ionizing the

phase splitter transistor, Q2, is turned off as well as the lower output

transistor, Q,. The upper output transistor, Q3 is on and acts as a re-

sistance to sourcing output current. Now, for illustration, assume that

the dominant photocurrent in determining the "off" state photoresponse is

the substrate photocurrent of the lower output transistor as shown in Fig-

ure 20. The observed gate output voltage as a function of steady-state

radiation intensity will then be as shown in Figure 20. (assuming that Q

acts as a constant load resistance). As an individual logic element the

definition of transient upset for the gate would depend on the point where

the output voltage dropped below the allowed minimum "I" level. The basic

nature of th output transient is to increase monotonically with radiation

level with a relatively soft definition of transient upset. In an array,

of course, the sharp threshold characteristics of the driven logic cir-

cuits would lead to a sharp definition of logic upset.

To discuss the nature of the gate in the "on" output state we

will add the suhstrate photocurrent of the input transistor as a contrih-

utor to the gate photoresponse as shown in igure 21. With the gate in
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the "on" output state all the inputs are biased at the positive supply 
voltage. The input transistor provides bias current to the phase splitter 
holding it and the lower output transistor on. At a critical radiation 
intensity the substrate photocurrent of Q1 will be equal to the bias cur
rent and the output stage will turn off. The output voltage, however, 
will only increase to the point defined by the output transistor p~otocur
rent generator even with Q4 turned off. The resultant output voltage a.; a 

function of steady-state ionizing radiation intensity is shown in Figure 
21. The abrupt increase in output voltage at a critical radiation in
tensities illustrates a transient effect which can appear abruptly at a 
threshold radiation exposure even independent of the interactive threshold 
effects between signals of digital logic cells. 

The overall gate response depends on the relative effects of the 
isolation junction photocurrents, which is determined by the relative area 
used for the transistor geometries. In a commercial part these geometries 
are determined by electrical performance and layout tradeoffs without re
gard to radiaton-induced photocurrents. If the input transistor is very 
large the transient logic upset of the gate will be defined by the "0" 
state photoresponse. If the output transistors are relatively large the 
transient upset will be defined by the "1" state photoresponse, and it is 
possible that no significant "0" state photoresponse will be observed. In 
addition, the nature of the photocurrent and gate time responses will be 
included in the observed transient photoresponse. Possible waveforms are 
illustrated in Figure 22. 

In summary, the "off" state of the junction-isolated TTL gate 
illustrates the gradual failure mode where the transient output voltage 
decreases monotonically with radiation intensity until a transi ent logic 
upset results. The junction-isolated gate in the "on" state also illus
trates a strongly non-linear abrupt photoresponse which may, in fact, de
termine the worst-case logic upset level. In both cases, logic upset is 
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deter1nined by t.,e peak amplitude of the junction photocurrents. The vari

ation in logic upset level wit~ radiation pulse width then v1ries as the 

peak primary photocurrent. This is illustrated in the measured logic up

set level of a simple (by today's standards) TTL RAt~ dS shown in Fig-

ure 23. 39 With increasing radiation pulse width the peak photocurrents 

increase and the logic upset level decreases. 

An alternate v~riation on the isolation technologies in bipolar 

arrays is replacement of the isolation junction by silicon dioxide in di

electric tubs. This eliminates the principal photocurrents leading to 

logic upset in the junction isolated array. In general the logic upset 

level of a dielectric-isolated array will be higher than that of a junc

tion isolated array. The increase in upset level may, ho\o~ever, be less 

than the r .1tio of collector-substrate to collector-base photocurrents as 

might be expected. This is because of potential secondary photocurrents 

when the collector-base photocurrents inter~ct with the relatively soft 

"off" bias networks. Further hardening of the dielectric-isolated array 

can be achieved by providing a shunt path for the collector base junction 

. 1otocurrents. This can be realized by "photocompensation" when a diode 

of comparable area and doping profile is added in parallel with the 

emitter-base junction of the transistor as shown in Figure 24. The col

lector-base photocurrent entering the base mode of the transistor is com

pensated by the primary photocurrent of the diode. Thus, there is (in the 

perfect case) no net base current and the secondary photorespnse of the 

transistor is avoided.40 Use of dielectric isolation and photocompensa

tion can increase the worst-case logic upset level from between 107 and 

108 rads (Si )/s to greater than 109 rad(Si )/s. 

3.2 Dynamic n-i10S ~1emory Cell Transient Effects 

The key to dynal!lic LSI technology is the storage of logic infor

mation as the electrical charge state of an el~nental cap1citance. 1ajor 
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applications of dynamic technology are in n-MOS LSI/VLSI random-access 
memory or the RAM subsystems of microprocessors. The technique has also 
been used in bipolar I2 L RAMs and (while not called dynamic logic) is in 
charge-coupled device (CCO) arrays, ceo image sensors, ceo analog shift 
registers and in electrically alterable read-only-memories. In most cases 
the critical logic charge is stored on elemental junction capacitances. 
IN the EEROM•s, however, the information is stored on isolated gates of 
MOS transistors. The principal advantage of dynamic LSI logic is the very 
small logic cell size. Increases in array complexity realized by the com
pact logic cells have been a major contributor to the competitive realiza
tion of VLSI. The present state of the art of dynamic n-MOS RAMs is some
where beyond 64 kbi ts !ad near 256 kbi ts. 

3.2.1 Data Loss - Bulk Ionization 

The nature of n-1110s memory cell photo response can be i 11 ustrated 
by the effects on an old dynamic shift register41 • Three cells of the 
shift register are shown in Figure 25. Digital information is temporarily 
stored as the charge state of capacitor~ C1 , C4 , and C7 • One cycle of 
information t~ansfer through the shift register requires both a lead clock 
pulse (02 ) and a lag clock pulse (01 ) . In the absence of the clock pulses 
both the transmission gates and load resistors are 110ff11 MOS transistors. 
Thus, if the 110ff11 resistance of the transistors were infinite, the gate 
input resistance of the inverter transistor also infinite, and there were 
zero leakage current to the substrate, the charge stored on the gate capa
citances would remain indefinitely. Information is transferred to the in
ternal inverter transistor during the turn-on of the lead clock pulse 
which decreases the effective l·esistance of the inverter load and enables 
the transmission gate. Given enough time, the charged state of the input 
is then transferred to the internal inverter transistor. Similarly, the 
lag clock pulse is then enabled, and the information stored on the inter
nal transistor gate is transferred to the output of the cell. In prac
tice, since the drain-source resistance of the "off" MOS transistor is not 
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infinite, and since there is finite leakage current at the drain-substrate 
junction of the transmission gate, the information (charge) stored on the 
junction capacitance will leak off and must be refreshed at some minimum 
frequency. The minimum frequency of operation for the shift register must 
then increase as the thermal leakage current of the drain-substrate junc
tion increases. In the absence of an ionizing radiation environment, this 
limitation is apparent in the specification of a minimum operating fre
quency that must be increased with increased opeating temperature. The 
presence of a low level steady-state ionizing radiation environment will 
increase the junction leakage current with the radiation-induced carrier 
generation adding simply to the thermal carrier generation. In a wide
pulse, low-level ionizing environment we see an increase in the minimum 
frequency of operation. 

Successful operation of the dynamic shift registers requires 
that the discharge time constant at the storage node be long compared to 
the longest time between clock pulses, which, in this case, is on the or
der of milliseconds. In a narrow-pulse ionizing radiation we would then 
expect that the critical level would be determined by the total radiation 
dose as long as the time between clock pulses was long compared to the 
pulse width of the junction photocurrent (or to the radiation pulse width 
and minority carrier lifetime in the substrate). The critical radiation 
dose rate for three of the shift registers is shown in Figure 26 as a 
function of the pulse width of the radiation environment47 • As expected, 
the failure levels fall closely along lines of constant total radiation 
dose for all three device types. 

The nature of the dynamic shift register radiation-induced tran
sient effect is also consistent with the discharge of the storage capaci
tor. for a two-phase array with all cells in series such as the Intel 
1406, the radiation induced failure is a narrow-pulse radiation environ
ment appears as the transition of all internal cell to either the logic 1 
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o~ 0 state. If the ~adiation pulse occu~s after the occu~rence of the 
lead clock pulse (~2 ) and before the lag clock pulse (~1 ) failure appears 
as the temporary transition of all internal cells to the logic 1 state, 
and if the radiation pulse appears after 01 and before 02 , failure appears 
as the temporary transition of all internal cells to the logic 0 state. 

This is just the response that would be expected if all internal storage 
capacitors were discharged at the relative timing indicated. On the other 
hand, the Intel 1402 is organized as two series chains of cells - one for 
the odd numbered bits and one for the even numbered bits. In this case, 
the failure appears as a square wave whose frequency is twice that of the 
clock pulses. 

The susceptibility of the dynamic shift registers can be related 
to the discharge of the storage capacitors by the substrate diode photo
current. In the case of the steady-state environment, the charge lost on 
the drain-substrate junction of the transmission gate will be, 

(64) 

where t~t0 is worst-case (greatest) time between the termination of one 
clock pulse (01 or 02 ) and the initiation of the other clock pulse (02 or 
01 ). This assumes that the effective resistance at the storage node is so 
large t~at the RC time constant is large compared to tt'te period of the 
lowest clock frequency. This must be the Cdse for normal operation with 
thermal leakage currents. 

Estimation of the absolute values of junction photocurrents 
requires tt'te knowledge of the junction area and the substrate minority 
carrier lifetime. The junction area is very difficult to evaluate from a 
device photomicrograph and, in general, may not be available from the man
ufacturer. The minority carrier lifetime can be inferred from the wave
form of the array power supply photocurrent or substrate diode recovery 
time. 
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Given the substrate minority carrier lifetime, and a reasonable 
value for the substrate resistilfity, the minority carrier diffusion length 
can be specified. The total charge from the junction photocurrent will 
then be, 

( 65) 

where y is the total dose in the radiation pulse, assuming that ~t~ is 
long compared to the lifetime. As ~t0 decreases the total charge will 
decrease as the pulsed photocurrent is truncate~. In terms of observable 

effect then, the radiation failure level should be a constant total dose 
as long as ~t0 is long compared to the lifetime, and should increase 
somewhat at increasing clock pulse frequencies. 

The absolute magnitude of the critical total dose (or capacitor 
charge loss} is determined primarily by the minority-carrier diffusion 
length, junction parameters, and the i~OS transistor threshold voltage. 
Referring back to Figure 25, the voltage on the storage capacitor will 
charge essentially to the supply voltage v00 • Stored information will 

be compromised when the voltage is dropped below the threshold voltage of 
the inverter, such that the transistor does not appear "on" at the occur

rence of the next clock pulse. This critical charge can then be expressed 
as, 

vfJD 

~ Q c = J ( V DO - V T} C ( V } dV ( 66) 

VT 

( 67) 
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where xm is depletion layer width of the reverse-biased junction. In

terms of the ionizing radiation environment, the total critical dose lust

be,

AQc = qAgo yc Lp

thus defining the total critical dose as,

fV VDD VD - VT/ m(V I dV

qgo Lp

The total critical dose is independent of junction area since

both the photocurrent and capacitance are proportional to area. To evalu-

ate the critical dose we must know the diffusion length, threshold vol-

tage, and junction parameters (to evaluate the normalized depletion width

as a function of reverse-bias voltage). The critical dose for these four

types of old dynamic shift registers ranged from approximately 1-10 rads

(Si). The point to be emphasized here is the nature of the photore-

sponse. The failure mechanism is radiation-induced carriers generated in

the critical collector volume of the junction capacitance. .ith this in-

sight it is much easier to define the tests and analysis required to eval-

uate the radiation susceptibility of an array in a specific application.

3.2.2 Data Loss - Localized Ionization

The technology of data storage in dynamic MO') structure has

evolved from the 3-transistor cell of the shift register just IisctjsoI to

the 1-transistor cell shown in Figure 27. This evolution has rejlte in

dramatic increases in the size of dynamic MOS memories aS well ii o dri-

matic decrease in the charge used to store information in the nonory
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cell. It was the decrease of the critical charge to less than that gen
erated by an a-particle that brought the problem of soft errors to criti
cal concern in commercial application. In some ways the sensitivity of a 
16 k dynamic memory rivals that of state-of-the-art particle detectors. 

The mechanism of soft errors in dynamic MOS memories is the dis
charge of the data stored on the memory cell capacitance. Si nee the re
fresh and circuit time constants are long compared to the pulswidth of the 

localized ionization transient pulse it is reasonable that a critical 
charge can be defined to the susceptibility of dynamic MOS memories. 

In addition to dynamic ~10S memories, charge-coupled device (CCD) 
array; also depend on the manipulation of charge between circuit elements. 

The susceptibility of microcircuits to localized ionization has 
typically been determined by measurements with analysis supporting the in
ferred results on critical charge and carrier collector volume. Particle 
accelerators are used to simulate the high energy particles of cosmic rays 
and neutron effects. Results of these studies are reported in a variety 
of different ways (which may or may not be consistent) . If exposure to a 
given particle fluence and a number of errors are detected following expo
sure the results may be reported as an error cross-section - defined as 
the number of errors divided by the particle fluence. If a high energy 
particle radiation env :ronment is defined (e.g., cosmic ray environment 

for a given satellite orbit) the results of laboratory exposure may be 
extrapolated to an expected bit error rate in the system using the criti
cal charge as determined from laboratory experiments and device critical 
volume determined from microcircuit analysis. Experimental studies and 
analysis to system effects are discussed in detail in References 41-44. 
Relative susceptibility of microcircuit to localized ionization effects is 
summarized in Section 4.4.4. 
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3. 3 Static i•lemory Cell rhotoresponse 

A static memory cell is a bistable circuit (e.q •• tlip-tlop) 

used tor the stora9e ot a sin9le bit ot inrormation. lhe data can be re

tained in the cell indetinitely as ·lonq as electrical bias is held on the 

array. lhe schematic or a simple n-~10~ tlip-rlop 1s shown in r"i9ure 

2~ 41 • rulsed ionizinCI radiation exposure will cause photocurrents and 

transient logic upset in the memory cells just as in the address decoder. 

read sense and output 1nterrace cells or the array. In addition. the 

junction photocurrents can dominate the si(!nal b1ases 1n the cen to the 

point where the stored aata is lost. lhe recovery logic state ot tt1e cell 

is then independent ot its initial state. r·or a perrectly symmetrical 

tlip-tlop cell exposed to a super-critical ionizinq radiation pulse. the 

cell recovery would be to its 1nitial state on ~0% ot the exposures ana to 

the lo(!ic complement on the other !>U'.b or the exposures. ·1h1s can be a 

potential concern in the characterizat1on ot a rllp-tlop or memory array. 

In some system applications the transient photo response ot the memory may 

not be or concern provided that the stored data remain correct. In this 

case. accurate determi nat 1 on ot the worst-ease cha n9e-or -state raai at ion 

·level is reQuired. lt the tlip-tlops were symmetrical then it would be 

sutticient to arbitranly select a lOCiiC state and expose the cel ·l a tew 

times at each ot an increasinq radiation leve ·ls. lhe probability or ob

servinCI the critica ·l change-ot-state would then be reasonable. U'ltortu

nately tlip-tlops and memory cells are not symmetrical. Relatively sn~al ·l 

imba ·lances 1n aev1ce parameters. layout ~eometries. or dOpinq proriles can 

result in a post-irradiation preterred ·loqic state. It the cell 1s ex

posed while initially set in the preterred state. a transient response 

wi 11 be observed. but not a radiation-induced chanqe-ot-state. Con

versely. when init1a .lly set 1n the complement ot the preterred state. the 

t"lip-tlop wi II switch consistently· on every radiation exposure above the 

crit1ca ·l 1ntensity. t'ossible photoresponse data on rlip-t .tops wlth and 

without stronqly derinea preterrea states 1s shown in r·1gure t.'-J. 
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In general, the probabilistic nature of flip-flops and static 
memory cell change-of-state photoresponse is an important consideration in 
experimenta·l characterization. Ttle random preferred state is probably of 
more concern when testing individual flip-flops, since the statistics of 
hundreds of memory cells in an array is assuring. Preferred states can, 
however, be a result of assymetry in cell layout, which can vary for dif
ferent cells throughout the array.45 Preferred states can also result in 
MOS memories by the radiation induced threstlold voltage shift, which is a 
function the gate bias (i.e., logic state). The pattern sensitivity 
(state dependence) is also of concern in characterizing permanent damoge 
effects in ~S RAM arrays. 46 Potentia 1 damaging effects 111ust be consi d

ered as exposure accumulates in the characterization of transient photore

sponse. In this case, even though the magnitude of the critical change
of-state would probably not change substantially (until the array was 
close to failure from accumulated ionization) the worst-case data storage 
for observation of the effect could change with successive radiaiton expo
sures. 

While the preceeding discussion has been oriented principally to 
bulk ionizing radiation effects, the nature of a preferred state is also 
important in the hit flips observed in static memories from localized ion
izing radiation effects.46a There is, however, an important difference in 
the transient level required for a bit upset. In almost all cases the 
ionizing track of a high energy particle will cause a transient current in 

l)nly one transistor of the memory cell. The transient current then ap
pears as a current noise which, with sufficient charge, will change the 
logic state of the cell. The charge required will be greater when the 
cell is in its perferred state tha1 when it is in the complementary 

state. For bulk ionization effects both transistors of the basic cross
coupled cell are t1isturhed and appear mr,re as a comrr10n-rnode noise than the 

t.mbalanced noise pulse of a localized ionization track. It would be ex
pected that the critical charge necessary for a single even bit flip would 
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correspond to a noise current pulse substantially lower than the "common
mode" noise currents resulting from bulk ionization. Both effects, how
ever, share the difficulties in observing data loss for the most sensitive 
state of the memory. 

3.4 Analog r~icrocircuit Transient Photoresponse 

Hith the evolution in microcircuit technology, the difficulties 
in both analysis and testing seem to beco1ne very formidable. Occasional
ly, however, we get lucky and discover a useful simplicity advantageous 
for both analysis and interpretation of test results. In this case I 

would like to discuss relatively simple models and analysis useful in sim
ulating the low level photoresponse of analog microcircuits. 47 

A component model of a microcircuit is a tool which can be used 
by the system designer to optimize design parameters. For example, the 
designer shaDes the electrical performance of an analog system by select
; ng loop gains; source, feedback and load impedances; as well as frequency 
compensation networks and circuit topo 1 o gy. .~ ra di a ti on-inc 1 us i ve mode 1 

of an analog microcircuit can be derived from the interconnection of all 
circuit elements with photocurrent generators. Electric~l performance and 
photoresponse can then be calculated using a circuit analysis computer 
code. The principal difficulties with this approach are: 1) definition 
of the circuit elements (analog microcircuit designers are very clever and 
the published schematic does not always show the actual inter'lal circuit 
topology, 2) determination of electrical and photocurrent parameter values 
and 3) the cost and running time of a relatively complex computer simula

tion. An alternative approach is to create a component model of the mic
rocircuit which simulates the microcircuit be~avior. Electri ca l parameter 
values can be deter1nined from tenninal measurements, and the resulting 
model is much simplier than the detailed model. In this sense the use of 
component models is very common for electrical performan::e si mul ation of 
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that we have added the syste1n's response to ionizing radiation, the 
short-circuit (i.e., Ej(s) = 0) terminal photocurrent matrix. It must 
also be emphasized that the elements of the photocurrent matrix are not 
necessarily identifiable junction photocurrents within the circuit. In
sight into the relationship between response and internal circuit parame
ters is lost in a component model. 

Since it is desirable to use a circuit analysis computer code 
such as SCEPTRE27 or other codes, it is necessary to transform the analyt
ical representation of equation 70 into an electrical network topology 
acceptable to such a code. From equation 70 we see that ionizing-radia
tion effects can be included by simply adding terminal photocurrent gener
ators to the electrical model which, in this case, is characterized by the 
admittance parameters of the device. 47 A general network which can be 
used to realize the admittance parameters on a circuit analysis computer 
code is shown in Figure 30. A specific model used in the analysis of the 
uA709 operational amplifier is shown in Figure 31. In this case the fre
quency dependence of the gain is included in the dependent current 
sources, and the driving point impedances could be treated as resistive up 
to reasonable frequencies and pulse widths as shown by the frequency re
sponse and transient response shown in Figure 32. 

With the electrical-model paramter values defined, it is neces
sary to determine values for the terminal photocurrent generators. In so 
doing, however, it is enlightening to at first consider the photoresponse 
of any high-gain, narrow-bandwidth 1 i near mi croci rcui t (such as an opera
tional amplifier) to narrow-pulsG transient ionizing radiation. If the 
upper-cutoff frequency of the device is small compared to the reciprocal 
of 2n times the width of the radiation pulse (which is usually the case), 
the output photoresponse is essentially the "impulse" response of the 
device. It should be realized that the impulse response of any linear 
system is determined by the area under the impulse and not the actual 
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time-dependent amplitude. Therefore, for the ~A709 we can assume that 
lpp(t) follows the radiation pulse, and thus the terminai photocurrent 

generators can be of the form 

( 71 ) 

where y(t) is the ionizing dose-rate radiation intensity as a function of 
time, and the ki are experimentally determined scaling factors. 

Comparison of model photoresponse predictions and ex~erimental 
data for closed loop gains of 10, 100, and 1000 are shown in Figure 33. 
The model accurately represents the small-signal electrical behavior and 
transient photoresponse of the ~A709 operational amplifier for all reason
able parametric variations of source, load, feedback, and compensation 

networks. 4 7 

As the radiation intensity is increased, the transient photore
sponse will increase until non-linear effects occur, and the linear model 
is no longer an accurate simulation. Extensions of the component model to 

include non-linear effects have been investigated, but no general solution 
form has bee" developed.4 8 -so 

3.5 Radiation-Induced Latch-up 

The possibility of radiation-induced latch-up is a concern for 
almost all microcircuit technologies. 5 1 - 53 The exceptions are: CMOS/SOS, 
hardened dielectric-isolated bipolar and low voltage integrated-injection 
logic. The effect is the initiation of an anomalous high current path 
within the microcircuit that inhibits normal drcuit operation. Latch-up 
will persist until either the power supply is interrupted on until the 

microcircuit burns out. 
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The mechanism involved, in the context of this discussion, is 
the potentialiy regenerative characteristic of a semiconductor pnpn path. 

In general, however, other device, circuit and system effects can result 
in an unrecoverable effect from ionizing radiation-induced transient. 
These effects might includE> regnerative paths in semiconductors due to 
transistor second breakdown, phase reversal in complex feedback (lock-up) 

or recovery to an unexpected digital state for which there is no system 
software provision. 

3.5.1 Basic OC Characteristics 

The regenerative pnpn path can be considered as the combination 

of a pnp and an npn transistor as shown in Figure 34. The d-e current
voltage characteristic of the pnpn path is shown in Figure 3S. In the 
microcircuit the path will normally be biased at the high-voltage, low
current operating point. The current is generally very lovi and does not 

interfere with ordinary circuit operation. The increased current of the 
I-V characteristic is due to the voltage breakdown of the center p-n junc
tion. The avalanche breakdown current is in the forward bias direction 
for the emitters of the pnp and npn transistors. With the transi s tors in 

the active bias region the collector-base junctions form a positive feed
back loop, i.e., the pnp collector current equals the npn base current 

which is multiplied to become the npn collector current which equals the 
pnp base current. The positive feedback path becomes regenerative if thi s 

closed-loop CIJrrent gain is greater than unity or if, 

in terms of the transistor co'l111lon-emitter current gain. Since tile 

common-base current gain a can be expressed as, 
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the regenerative criteria can also be expressed as, 

In the electrical SCR characteristic it is the increase in transistor bias 
current in the breakdown region that brings the transistor gains above the 
regenerative point and the I-V characteristic switches to a low-voltage, 
high-current region of operation. Latch-up can be produced in a microcir
cuit by increasing the voltage above the breakdown voltage. 

The principal concern in this discussion is the initiation of 
high-current, low-voltage latch-up path by a pulsed ionizing radiation 
environment llr single particle ionization track. Latch-up is initiated by 
the primary photocurrent of the central junction as shown in Figure 34. 
The primary photo current initiates forward conduction of the transistors 
and, if circuit bias conditions allow, initiate latch-up. 

The critical parameter of the d-e latch-up characteristic as a 
parasitic path in the microcircuit is the minimum holding current, holding 
voltage shown in Figure 36. If the circuit can sustain operation at a 
higher current-voltage point then the question of latch-up reduces to the 
critical radiation environment required. On the other hand, if the hold
ing current-voltage point cannot be sustained then latch-up will not occur 
in the microcircuit at any radiation level. 

The idealized structure of the SCR pnpn path as shown in Figure 
34a must he modifierl to simulate the critical parameters of the microcir
cuit parasitic pat:1. In the microcircuit the transistors are generally 
unitentional and may have low gain and slow switching times. In terms of 

the schematic, shunt and series resistances must be included to accurately 
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represent the critical holding current and voltage as shown in Figure 36. 
Shunt resistance across the E:l•i' tter-base junction of a transistor has a 
dramatic effect in reducing the effective transistor gain at low emitter 
currents. Thus, the values of the shunt resistors in Figure 36 will have 
a substantial effect on determining the latch-up holding current. T~e 

series resisters in the parasitic pnpn path act as negative feedback re
ducing the effective transistor gain which will increase the holding vol

tage. The variation in d-e characteristics of the pnpn path has been 
investigated by Estreich54 and Oclasa55 • 

3.5.2 Microcircuit Latch-up 

Crowley~ 6 has suggested an analytical technique which can be 

used to identify microcircuits that may potentially latch-up when exposed 
to an ionizing radiation environment. nee technique includes a topo
graphic examination of the chip to identify potential p-n-p-n paths, anal
ysis of electrical bias conditions to determine if latch-up is possible 
(for e ~ample, if the circuit anode-cathode bias is negative latch-up will 
not occur), and measurement of the parasitic gains of potentially critical 
latch-up paths to determine a potential microcircuit problem. This tech
nique has generally been applied to the analysis of junction-isolated bi
polar TTL microcircuits. 

Crowley's analytical technique has been applied by Pease57 to 
the anlaysis of a variety of advance~ bipolar LSI array technologies. 
Pease concluded that high-voltage analog-digital arrays were potentially 
susceptible to latch-up and that latch-up was possible but not likely in 
adanced operational digital arrays such as ECL, ISL and STL. Typically 
latch-up may be possible in a wide variety of arra.vs from the criteria of 
the produce of the transistor gai·ns but is prevented by circuit bias con
ditions. 
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Radiation-induced latch-up is a significant concern for 
junction-isolated (bulk) CMOS microcircuits. CMOS radiation-induced and 
electrical-induced latch-up has been extensively studied and mitigating 
processing variations have bee,; identified and demonstrated. 58 - 60 One of 
the critical r.MOS latch-up paths is shown in Figure 37. Critical parame
ters, as for all latch-up paths are the transistor gains and resistance 
values. The possible effect of holding current on the shunt resistance 
values, as calculated by Estrich, is shown in Figure 38. The critical in
fluence of holding current on shunt resistance has led to hardening by 
fabricating the circuit in a epitaxial film on a low resistivity sub
strate. 6° CMOS latch-up hardening has also been demonstrated by reducing 
the parasitic transistor gains with the use of gold-doping or neutron 
irradiation.58 , 59 

T~e issue of microcircuit latch-up can also be addressed on the 
system level. External current limiting can be used to decrease the cur
rent available to t~e microcircuit to below the holding current and pre
vent latch-up61 • The current limiting network must be designed with con
sideration of overall system design parameters. Alternatively, the initi
ation of latch-up can be detected by excess power supply current and the 
system power voltage can be dropped and subsequently restored. The de
crease in power supply voltage will break the latch and normal circuit 
operation will be restored. Critical design problems are detection of the 
excess power supply current and timing in the power supply requirements. 

As microcircuits continue to increase in complexity there is 
concern that a potentially critical latch-up path could be activated in
ternally without a measurable increase in the overall power supply photo
current. The approach, in this case, is to operationally check the func
tional performance of the microcircuit following the radiation exposure. 
This makes the test more time-consuming, but with the observation of the 
power supply current, should detect any radiation-induced latchup. 
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4. TRANSIENT EFFECTS IN COMPLEX MICROCIRCUITS

An understanding of the nature of the basic logic cells is an

essential guide to the analysis and testing of complex arrays. There are

many very important questions which must yet be answered. The principal

issue is that of cost-effectiveness. Analytical and experimental tech-

niques used for devices and basic microcircuits can be directly applied to

the study of LSI arrays. 62  The problem is that the time and effort re-

quired becomes prohibitive as the number of gates in the array increases

to hundreds or thousands. In the following discussion I will try to com-

ment on the current concerns and advantages of present techniques.

At this point it should be clear that the worst-case logic upset

level of an LSI array is a function of the logic state during pulsed radi-

ation exposure. In an LSI array there may be thousands of internal logic

states, and it is clearly impractical to measure the upset level for each

state. Even if the economics were realizable, the total accumulated ioni-

zation dose could cause circuit failure before the experimental series was

completed. In this case, analysis can be of essential aid in defining a

reasonable set of test conditions which include the worst-case. Before

discussing analysis, however, the nature of LSI testing will be discus-

sed. LSI testing can be categorized in one of two basic modes: static

and dynamic. In static testing a specific logic state is established by

dc logic inputs and initialization of internal memory cells. The out-

put(s) response(s) are then monitored with increasing radiation intensity
until logic upset or memory change-of-state is observed. If enough logic

states are included in the characterization the worst-case upset will
(may?) be observed in the output photoresponse. An alternative approach

is dynamic testing. In this case the array is actively operated during

the radiation exposure. There are two important options in dynamic test-

ing: narrow-pulse exposure (typically < 100 ns) may more nearly represent

the radiation environment of concern, hut introduces the problem of rela-

tive timing between the radiation pulse and array electrical timing and
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processing flow. The concern is that, for particular relationships in

timing, the array logic upset susceptibility could be much greater than

for arbitrary timing. In a wide pulse dynamic tets (typically > 1 Ps) it

is possible to operate a relatively fast array through a few cycles during

the radiation exposure. In this case the observation of the output re-

sponse can reveal the inability of the array to perform a requested func-

tion as well as the presence of a logic error. This class of logic error

"by omission" rather than by "commission" could also probably be observed

in either the static logic tests or the narrow-pulse exposure. Wide pulse

testing, however, should give greater latitude in logic state coverage

(compared to static testing) or relative radiation pulse timing (compared

to narrow-pulse, dynamic testing).

In general, I recommend a progression of static, dynamic wide-

pulse and dynamic narrow-pulse testing for microcircuit characterization.

To be consistent with the real requirements for cost and schedule, analy-

sis should be used to identify the most probable worst-case test condi-

tions in each case. In practice, however, quick examination of the data

and adaptive redirection of the test conditions will be essential to a

confident characterization.

From a system perspective I would also like to mention that a

complete characterization of the array photoresponse should include mea-

surement of the power supply photocurrent. In a junction-isolated micro-

circuit the principal effect is that of the substrate junction photocur-

rents and the sum of all these photocurrents for all elements is a sub-

stantial photocurrent through the power supply. As a rule of thumb, the

power supply photocurrent in a junction-isolated microcircuit is like a

diode with 50"% of the chip area. Therefore for a 200 mil x 200 mil chip,

a substrate lifetime of 1 ps and a radiation pulse width of 100 ns, the

power supply photocurrent will be on the order of 150 mA for an exposure

to a 107 rads (Si)/s radiation pulse. Measured power supply photocurrents
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for a variety of microcircuits are shown in Figure 39.3" t would be

expected that power supply photocurrents could be relatively important in

arrays that use switched totem pole transistors for logic such as

junction-isolated TTL or CMOS arrays. Fortunately CMOS is relatively

tolerant to power supply voltage transients. The relative importance of

power supply transients would not be expected to be quite as high for ECL

or 12L logic arrays, because of the nature of the logic cells, or in

dielectric-isolated bipolar or CMOS/SOS arrays because of the elimination

of the large substrate photocurrents.

4.1 Analysis in Support of Testing

As mentioned previously, the problem of experimentally determin-

ing the worst-case level for an LSI array is a formidable, essentially

unsolved, problem. I believe that the photoresponse of an array must,

ultimately, be defined in a hard radiation laboratory environment which

can be directly related to the specified system environment. The problem

to be solved, in my opinion, is to define a reasonable number of test con-

ditions that wili allow observation of the worst-case logic upset. That

is, not only must it be in a state of maximum sensitivity, but the test

must e such that the logic failure is observed as an erroneous output

signal.

Two approaches have been advocated which work toward solving the

LSI testing problem: the first is the use of analysis to identify the

worst-case set of test conditions (i.e., test vectors), and the second is

the use of a pulsed laser as a source of excitation to non-destructively

emulate the pulsed radiation environment and allow experimental explora-

tions to test conditions.

Analysis of an LSI array in terms of detailed models of the cir-

cuit elements is as economically absurd as the experimental neasurement of
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the photoresponse is all possible logic states. Fortunately such detailed
modeling is unnecessary. In modeling a logic cell it is important to keep

the insight of cell performance in terms of circuit topology and circuit

element parameters. It is also important to retain the capability of

defining cell performance as a function of input and output circuit inter-

faces. Once the logic array is defined, however, the cell topology, the

element parameters and interfaces are fixed. In terms of modeling we then

have four possible approaches depending on the design parameters of con-

cern (summarized in Figure 40):

1) detailed cell modeling - including element parameters with-

out interface boundary conditions for cell analysis and

performance optimization.

2) simplified logic cell modeling - transfer function repre-

sentation of internal cell behavior with general interface

simulation for performance analysis of groups of cells.

3) transfer function simulation - overall simulation of the dc

and transient cell performance for defined interfaces for

detailed analysis of array performance.

4) logic simulation - simplified simulation of cell transient

performance for overall analysis of array performances.

Analytic capability has been develped and demonstrated for all these
levels of array simulation. 6 3-7 2  Given the opportunity to start with the

array design, radiation-inclusive detailed circuit analysis can be per-

formed by adding photocurrents to the electric model. As the array design

evolves worst-case interface conditions can be used to define the worst-

case upset level for each type of logic cell in the array. The worst-case

logic upset of the array can then be identified by the response of the
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FIGURE 40. LSI Modeling/Test Approaches
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most sensitive logic cells. The cell analysis will define the nature of 
the cell response (i.e., 0-1 or 1-0 transient). Logic simulation codes 
can then be used to identify the array input test conditions which will 
allow observation of the worst-case upset in radiation tests. The 
radiation-induced cell logic upset can be included in the logic simulation 
computer program by adding a logic input to the logic cell such that a 
logic input (the radiation pulse) causes a logic transition as defined by 
the detailed cell analysis. 

The same approach can be used for the analysis of arrays already 
designed without concern for photoresponse effects. The problem is, of 
course, that it is very difficult to get detailed par~meter data, circuit 
layouts and logic diagrams from the array manufact~rP.r. Inferring these 
data from the examination of the chip and probe el~ctrfcal measurements is 
possible but very laborious. Analysis can still be used to aid in the de
finition of critical test vectors if an accurate logic diagram can be de
fined in terms of actual logic in the array and not just a schematic of 
the overall performance functions of the array. This is necessary because 
the logic faults introduced analytically must reflect unique internal test 
conditions. Without detailed information or analysis of the test cells it 
is necessary to assume arbitrary failure modes for the radiation-induced 
logic upset of each type of cell. This will necessarily result in a sub
stantial expansion of the required test conditions. 

The minimum number of test vectors necessary to determine the 
worst-case logic upset in an a;·ray containing logic and memory elements 
has not been determif'led. Krebs69 determined that the minim<~m number of 
test vectors for an array containing only logic circuits (i.e., 
combinational array) cannot be less than the number of internal logic 
gates. Estimates on the upper limits for a logic/memory array is the 
number of logic states in the array and all their possible combinations, 
i ncl udi ng time-sequence effects for the memory cells. The upper 1 imi t, 
for even a modest size, is out of range for any reasonable consideration. 
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Another approach to attack the problem, particularly for arrays 
designed and fabricated, is to use a pulsed laser to excite a test sam
ple. The use of a laser to simulate the resonse of semiconductor devices 
was suggested by Habing72 , but variations in absorption in the semiconduc
tor and shadowing of the metallization generally prevent a quanitative 

correlation between the optical-and hard-radiation device photoresponse. 
Ellis has pointed out, however, that nature of the cptical photoresponse 
is qualitatively identical to the radiation photoresponse and correlation 
can be established for each particular array type73 • The use of optical 

radiaton to investigate the array photoresponse offers two substantial ad
vantages: first, the accumulation of optical radiation is non-damaging 
and threshold voltage or gain degradation induced by accumulation by hard 
ionizing radiation is not a problem, and second, once the array is de
lidded, the test set-up is relatively convenient and inexpensive. I be
lieve that the best possible test strategy, in the absence of a rigorously 
defined set of worst-case test vectors, is the opportunity for an investi
gator to conveniently expose a large number of possible test conditions 
with the capability to adapt the test strategy based on observed results. 

4.2 Summary of Complex Microcircuit Effects 

The analysis and test of current microcircuit technologies is of 
continuing interest. It is very tempting to review published data and 
suggest failure ranges for microcircuit technology families. twill pre
sent a summary of these data on a variety of microcircuit technologies as 
a form for conclusion.39 , 74 Typically, published data represents effects 
observed in a laboratory radiation environments with the microcircuit un

der nominal conditions of bias voltage(s), load and operating tempera
ture. Laboratory test data must be carefully interpreted in terms of the 
system requirements. Caution must also be employed in relating effects 
observed on one member of technology family to the other members. lf the 

failure mechanism involves detailed geometrical of the elements there may 
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be significant (e.g., order-of-magnitude) variations in upset level be-

tween members of the same family.

4.2.1 Bulk Ionization Effects

An overall summary of estimated transient upset levels is pre-

sented in Figure 41 for a number of complex digital microcircuit technolo-

gies exposed to narrow- and wide-pulse ionizing radiation environments

(listed in alphabetical order). In general, these technologies using

junction isolation and high lifetime substrates will show substantially

lower upset levels for a wide pulse exposure for the narrow pulse expo-

sure.

4.2.1.1 CMOS

The transient upset level of CMOS arrays is a significant func-

tion of radiation pulse width and supply voltage. Minimum upset levels

are at maximum pulse width and minimum supply voltage. Radiation-induced

latch-up is of substantial concern. Worst-case operating conditions for

latch-up are maximum supply voltage and maximum chip temperature. Power

supply photocurrent can be substrated and must e accomodated in system de-

sign at the risk of decreasing the logic upset level.

4.2.1.2 CMOS/SOS

The minimum volume of active semiconductor results in high upset

levels and very little pulse width dependence. As with CMOS the upset

level increases with increasing supply voltage but may be limited by

radiation-induced conductivity the dielectric substrate. Radiation-

induced latch-up is not a concern because of the isolation between ele-

ments.
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TRANSIENT UPSET LEVEL,u, rads(SI)/s
MICROCIRCUIT
TECHNOLOGY 105 106 10; 108 109 1010
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ECL

12 L L r _j

ISL/STL* _ 1 1

Static m-MOS

DninM (0.1-10 rads(SI))Dynamic n-MOS

S/C TTL* 
-

TTL

* substantial latch-up concern
significant latch-up concern

FIGURE 41. SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED TRANSIENT UPSET LEVELS
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4.2.1.3 D.I. TTL

It has been assumed that all elements are individual dielectric

tubs and photocompensation is used to increase the upset level. Transient

upset levels are high, and not a strong function of pulse width but some-

what lower than CMOS/SOS because of increased volume of individual ele-

ments. Under the same assumptions, pnpn latch-up is of no concern. It

must be pointed out, however, that "commercial" dielectric arrays may uise

mutliple elements in a single dielectric tub which could lead to decreased

upset levels and the possibility of radiation-induced latch-up.

4.2.1.4 ECL

The relatively low upset levels are related to the relatively

small voltage signal levels. The pulse width dependence is the result of

a typical high lifetime substrate. Radiation-induced latch-up has not

been observed in ECL arrays.

4.2.1.5 IL

It has been assumed that the entire array is "non-isolated" 12 L

which uses low supply voltage. The basic compensation of photocurrents

within the cell results in the relatively high logic upset levels. The

high-lifetime substrate leads to the dependence of upset level on pulse

width. In the non-isolated 12L structure radiation-induced latch-up is of

no concern. If, however, the 12 L array is used with high-voltage inter-

face or analog circuits radiation-induced latch-up is a substantial con-

cern.

4.2.1.6 ISL/STL

Integrated Schottky Logic (ISL) and Schottky Transistor Logic

are advanced bipolar LSI technologies. The upset levels at narrow pulse
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exposure are moderate because of small device geometries. The decrease in

upset level with pulse width is the result of increasing substrate photo-

currents. Radation-induced latch-up does not seem to he a concern in the

basic low voltage gates but may be a concern in the higher voltage

junction-isolated interface circuits.

4.2.1.7 n-MOS

The transient upset levels of static n-MOS are moderate and con-

sistent with the substrate photocurrents and dependence of the high-
lifeline substrate photocurrents with radiation pulse width. The transi-

ent upset level of dynamic n-MOS is essntially determined by the total

dose in the ionizing radiation pulse. Thus, transient upset can be ob-

served at very low dose rates for very long radiation pulses. The deter-

mination between static and dynamic n-M0S may not be obvious to the user.

The development of on-chip refresh time makes the electrical operation ap-

pear as static but dynamic cells are used internally (e.g., the Fairchild

F-9 microprocessor 75 ).

The observation of transient upset level of n-MOS arrays may

also be influenced to oxide trapped charge effects and the associated

short-term annealing. Total dose failure levels for commercial n-MOS

arrays can be as low as 500-2,000 rads(Si). The total dose in a 108, 1 ps

pulse is 100 rads(Si). A single pulse exposure may then be close to the

permanent damage failure level and certainly multiple exposures in an
attempt to find the worst-case upset level will result in significant

total dose-induced degradation. No radiation-induced latch-up has been

observed in an n-MOS array.

4.2.1.8 Schottky-TTL

The transient logic upset levels are typically moderate with a

substantial decrease in upset level at wide radiation pulses. The pulse
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width dependence is due to carruer colle, ,on from the high lifetime suh-

strate. The upset levels are typically lower for low power SC TTL than

for the high-speed SC TTL microcircuits. Radiation-induced latch-up is of

significant concern, particularly in the output totem-pole interface net-

work.

4.2.1.9 TTL

The transient logic upset levels of gold-doped TTL miocrocir-

cuits are essentially the same as those of SC TTL for narrow pulse expo-

sures. Since the substrate lifetime in gold-doped TTL is much less than

that of SC TTL the upset level does not decrease as dramatically with in-

creasing pulse width. Latch-up is possible in TTL but because of the rel-

atively wide spacing of elements and the low-lifetime substrate is not a

significant concern.

4.2.2 Localized Ionization Transient Effects

An overall summary of reported effects in complex digital micro-

circuits is shown in Figure 42 in terms of critical charge. Definition of

the critical charge is necessary but not sufficient to the determination

of a bit error rate. The effective surface area and carrier collection

depth (i.e., critical volume) must also be known to estimate the transient

currents from a given environment. In addition the circuit parameters of

the cell may also be important in relative hardness between microcircuit

technologies. In this discussion, critical charge is used just as a

first-order comparative parameter between technologies.

4.2.2.1 CMOS

Transient upset and latch-up have been observed on junction-

isolated CMOS as a result of single particle localized ionization. The
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critical charge and single error cross section shown in Figure 42 repre
sent effects on a very sensitive high density memory. Data on many other 
CMOS microcircuits indicates much lower susceptibility. 

As with bulk ionization effects, the SEU susc~ptibility of CMOS 
decreases with increasing supply voltage. Unfortunately the higher supply 
voltage will probably increase latch-up susceptibility. Data on a epitax
ial CMOS tnemory suggests substantial latch-up hardening compared to the 
non-epitaxial memory. 

The relatively high SEU susceptibility of CMOS seems to be in 
contrast to the relatively low susceptibility to bulk ionizing radiation 
effects. It is possible that junction photocurrents compensate within the 
basic CMOS inverter under uniform ionization and the advantage of compen
sation is lost when transient current is induced in only a single ele
ments. 

4.2.2.2 CMOS/SOS 

the SEU susceptibility of CMOS/SOS memories is substantially 
less than that of bulk CMOS memories. It would be expected that the crit
ical charg of the CMOS/SOS memory cells would be the same or less than 
bulk CMOS cells. The relative decrease in susceptibility illustrates the 
effect of the substantial decrease in collection volume. The use of die
lectric substrate also eliminates latch-up susceptibility. 

4.2.2.3 n-MOS 

The SEU susceptibility of dynamic n-MOS RAMs has been a major 
concern in the semicondvrt:or industry because of a-particles from the 
package. As shown in l-1~. ~ 42, the critical charge decreases with de
creasing cell size (or if1creasing memory size). The combination of low 
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critical charge and carrier collection from relatively deep in the high

resistivity substrate leads to high SEU susceptibility. It is interesting

to note that the static RAM and microprocessor also have low critical

charge characteristics hut much low single bit error cross sections. I

have assumed that the single bit error cross section times the particle

fluence is the probability of a single bit upset. Clearly this would be

valid for products significantly less than unity. It is possible that

part of the low reported SEV for the microprocessor may be due to the dif-

ficulty in observing the worst-case upset.

4.2.3.4 12 L

The observed SEU susceptibility is relatively low but higher

than that expected from relative bulk ionizing-induced upset. As with

CMOS/SOS, compensating effects present under bulk ionization but absent

under localized ionization may contribute to the observed effect.

4.2.3.4.5 SC/TTL

Schottky-clamped TTL as a relatively high power, large-scale

technology is relatively insensitive to soft errors. Ripolar TTL memories

seem to represent the worst-case susceptibility and data suggest that de-

creases in microcircuit geometry to increase yield (i.e., shrinking) in-

creases the SEU susceptibility.

5. SHORT-TERM ANNEALING EFFECTS

Radiation effects that are generally considered to he importnt

in long-term performance degradation in microcircuits have time-dependence

that may he important in system application. Pulsed neutron exposure re-

sults in an important decrease in the minority carrier lifetime in the
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bulk semiconductor which permanently degrades the bipolar transistor cur
rent gain. At short times (i.e., microseconds-milliseconds) following ex
posure, the displacement damage and minority carrier lifetime degradat ion 
is substantially greater than the stable damage and device degradation. 
This effect, called short-term annealing, has been extensively studied in 
tenns of effects in bulk semiconductor material, solar cells and transis
tors as a function of time following radiation exposure, neutron energy 
spectrum of the radiation pulse, and device current bias levels. In a 
very gross summary, the relative short-term annealing effect on the gain 
of a transistor is a factor on the order of two for a transistor operated 
at moderate bias currents and at times on the order of 1 millisecond fol
lowing pulsed 1 MeV (equivalent) neutron exposure. The magnitude of the 
effect increases with decreasing time from radiation t::xposm·e, increasing 
neutron energy spectrum, and with decreasing bias currents in the transi s
tor. 

In this discussion, however, the concern is for the nature of 
these transient radiation effects in complex microcircuits. Gregory and 
Sander showed that the nature of transistor short-term annealing in a 
digital microcircuit appears as a transient increase in the microcircuit 
propagation delay shown in Figure 43.79 Because short-term annealing 

effects are most severe at low transistor bias currents, additional charge 
must be delivered to a switching transistor to turn it on following pulsed 
neutron exposure. When the transistor has been turned on at least once, 
however, the excess charge required is reduced, and the transient increase 
in turn-on delay is decreased. The point, in this case, is that if 
short-term annealing effects in microcircuit arrays are potentially impor
tant in system application, the critical parameter is p.robably the elec
trical propagation delay through the logic gates immediately following 
radiation exposure. This is further illustrated in the short-term anneal
ing effects measured on I2 L ring counters as shown in Figure 44.so In 
this case the frequency of the ring counters is inversely proportional to 
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I 

1: Firat awltchlng reaponae following expoaure 

II: Second 
Ill: Third 

FIGURE 43. TTL Gate Short-Term Annealing. 
(Artlatlc llluatratlon Baaed On 
Data Of Sander And Gregory)69 
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gate propagation delay. In the 12 L gates the charging currents are close-

ly related to the elemental transistor gains and the gate propagation

delay. The worst-case magnitude of short-term annealing effects on proga-

gation delay in this characterization appear to be on the order of a fac-

tor of two.

Short-term annealing effects have also been observed on the

ionization-induced threshold voltage shifts in MOS transistors. 8IY 2 The

magnitude and time constants of the effect appear to be strongly dependent

on fabrication processes and relative effects between trapped gate and

interface charge. In p-MOS transistors the threshold voltage shift seems

to depend on the trapped charge in the oxide and the time constants of

charge transport and process-dependent trapping in the oxide. In n-MOS

transistors, however, there also are important effects on threshold volage

shift which depend on the time-dependent formation (or annealing) or in-

terface states. Short-term annealing effects have been observed on MOS

microcircuits, generally in the recovery of array operation some time

after pulsed ionization exposure.
83 584

The nature and magnitude of annealing effects in complex micro-

circuits have not yet been related to observed effects in basic transistor

elements. I would like to point out, even at this time, that the critical

parameters in the complex microcircuits will only be indirectly related to

the transistor threshold voltage shifts. Critical parameters of the com-

plex arrays could include transient increase in signal propagation delays

and a transient increase in power supply current. Effects could he par-

ticularly complex in CMOS arrays where the variation in threshold voltage

shifts of the p-t-1S and n-MOS transistors have different electrical

effects. For example, the transient increase in the p-!1OS threshold vol-

tage will increase the gate propagation delay, the decrease in n-MOS

threshold voltage due to oxide charge may cause . transient increase in

power supply current, and the increase in n-MfS threshold voltage due to

ridiation-induced interface stites will tend to increase gat? propagation
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6. CLOSING REMARKS

The principal goal in this presentation has been to establish a

good understanding between cause and effect in the transient effects in

complex microcircuits. Results of extensive studies on transient effects

in LSI/VLSI arrays on a wide variety of technologies have not been in-

cluded in this review but are in the literature. I hope that this review

will help you interpret the data in the literature as well as that to be

presented in this Conference.

I wish to express my gratitude to the continuing support of the

technical community by the Defense Nuclear Agency and the DoD lead Labora-

tories for Radiation Effects (Air Force Weapons Laboratory, Harry Diamond

Laboratories and Naval Research Laboratory). Results presented here rep-

resent only a small fraction of the valuable work resulting from their

support, insight and direction.
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